
Web Development Group Meeting Minutes 9/5/01 

 
Present: Candido, Cantrell, Crozier, Ganson, Juhl, Parker-Gibson, Pearce, Santos, White 

 

1. Server and Software Issues  

Todd reported on the recovery of the Windows 2000 Server that runs the library 

web page after the July Code Red Worm attack.  The server is now running well with all 

upgrades and security patches installed.  Ben and Beth have combed the web pages to 

make relative links; the web site is now back up almost daily to a redundant server 

(Disco), so that most services will run in the event of any other Dante troubles.   

 

Todd also discussed Prospero, the ILL software that converts ARIEL TIFF format 

documents into PDF format documents and delivers those documents to end users.  While 

not directly related to the work of the Web Development Group, Prospero is a concern 

because it lives on the web server.  This shareware resources can be very resource-

intensive at busy times of the year and so slow down the delivery of web pages.   

While the server was down at the end of July, Prospero access was temporarily 

moved to the campus UNIX server, cavern.  Although Todd, Barbara Dean, and Beth 

attempted to install a slightly newer version of Prospero (v.1.38) that promises to be 

less resource-intensive, we were not able to get that to run locally. Review of the 

Prospero listserv reveals that few libraries have been able to successfully implement 

this new version.  Since the older Prospero software (v.1.35) is currently running 

successfully, we will wait to hear from other libraries before attempting to load the 

new version.  Todd will report at the next WDG meeting on the document delivery 

features of the new version of Ariel, v3.0.   

 

Todd also reported on progress with the Adobe Distiller (pdf-making) software.  

This is a non-networked software, but it needs to interact with networked versions of 

Word or WordPerfect.  Installing this software on selected computers in DIRO, Spec 

Coll, and in the Internet Cove is important to progress on Staff Web pages. (n.b., since 

the meeting, Systems has been able to install Adobe on the color printer machine in 

Room 225K and also on Cheri Pearce=s machine in Spec Coll). 

 

2. Departmental Pages 

 

A. Public side pages and directory information 

Beth reported on progress she and Ben had made on public Departmental Pages, 

including: 

-new pages online for: Acquisitions, Binding, Cataloging, Gov Docs, ILL, Reference, 

Serials, Technical Services  

-Fine Arts has submitted theirs, not yet online  

-Conferring with Lora on Audiovisual and Circulation    

-basic templates up for Physics & Chemistry, waiting on wording for LRC 

 

Beth also reported on changes in the personnel directory that Anne Marie 

Candido manages, including a new sort script by department,  job responsibilities 

added for Cataloging, Circ, Serials, and a general clean up of old and incorrect 

records 

 

Beth also reported on a complete reworking of ILL Forms, featuring a new, merged 

form for all borrowing with enhanced functionality (cut and paste; retention of 

personal info), updated lending form and lending information, and an updated 
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Prospero / Electronic Doc Delivery FAQ 

 

Beth expressed her appreciation to Tech Service Division Department Heads, who 

responded very quickly with content for their pages.    

 

B. Staff side pilot project for Cataloging Department  

Mary and Beth reported on progress on the pilot project.  Mary has collected and 

formatted more than 2 dozen policy, procedure, and information pages for 

Cataloging.  A draft page (with several typos) is up at: 

 

http://dante.uark.edu/cataloging/catstaffweb.asp 

 

Mary commented on the need to update procedures and documents before 

digitizing.  Other issues raised thus far include:  when to place a document online 

in html format and when to chose  pdf; the relationship of public pages and staff 

side pages; and the  overall structure of the staff web.   

 

This last point on overall organization led to a discussion of StaffWeb (and overall 

homepage) structure and navigation.  The two issues are: how users will navigate the 

StaffWeb site and what the underlying structure of folders and documents should be.   

 

Anne Marie and others voiced concerns that the opening StaffWeb page could be better 

organized to for staff and users.  She will meet with Mary and Beth to discuss 

refinements.   

 

Beth and Todd discussed various scenarios for the underlying web site structure.  

Currently, the web site has a very flat structure, with each department or committee 

having its own folder in the root directory.  This makes the page very easy to maintain and 

navigate, with relatively short URLs.  Reasons to develop a more hierarchical structure, 

or even a separate web site for the StaffWeb, include ease of passwording sections or 

pages, ease of gathering use statistics for the StaffWeb, and ease of migration to other 

servers.   

 

The general consensus was that this was (a) a really boring discussion and (b) that the 

StaffWeb content is still too small to be very concerned about these issues at this 

point.  In addition, there are very few sections of the StaffWeb that the Committee feels 

will need to be passworded.   

 

The group also discussed what StaffWed sections are needed next.  Dean=s Office/ 

Personnel forms and procedures and Library Faculty Concerns Materials were two 

important areas identified.   

 

3. Style Sheet and Page templates 

 

Ben discussed template pages he has created for both StaffWeb and the public web 

pages, detailing link and background color codes, standard header and layout 

information, and codes for last update.  He has begun a written style guide with this 

information.  Anne Marie and he will be working to adapt and update the Library=s House 
Style Sheet, which offers information on standard usage, capitalization, and punctuation. 

   

 

http://dante.uark.edu/cataloging/catstaffweb.asp
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4. Guides and Help Pages 

 

Necia distributed an outline of a new version of the Guides / Help pages.  Beth and she 

will continue to improve this menu.  Beth stressed the importance of having department 

heads review any information relating to their areas.  

 

5. Remote Access Pages and Help 

 

Beth asked members of the WDG to review the Remote Access pages for the next meeting. 

 Broad revisions are needed to incorporate new browsers Netscape 6.1 and IE 6, to 

amplify information for remote students on how to determine their new UA ID number, 

and to simplify the technical language. Beth will distribute a list of similar help pages 

from other Innovative Interfaces libraries for comparison and ideas.   

 

6. Short and long-term priorities 

 

The group discussed which tasks are priorities for the short term .  These are the task 

areas for next month=s meeting:  

 

-Cataloging StaffWeb - Mary, Beth, and Sarah  

-Style Guide and Templates - Ben and Anne Marie 

-Adobe Distiller - Todd  

-WebTrends and log statistics for both Dante and Spec Coll - Todd and Beth  

-Guides and Help Pages - Necia and Beth  

-Subject Librarians= training in management of databases and web links - 

Beth  

 

In addition, work will proceed in these long-term areas: 

 

-Todd and Beth will report on options for site search utilities and perhaps 

recommend the best commercial or free packages 

-Ben and Beth are looking at ASP scripts for printer-friendly pages 

-Ben is working on updating information in the ADatabase of Databases,@ and 

Beth is working on adding fields for journal title lists, online help, and 

licensing info 

 

Next meeting: Wednesday October 3 at 3:30 PM.   

 

Respectfully submitted,  

 

B. Juhl  

 

 


